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IMPLEMENTATION OF SUBSET-EQUATIONAL PROGRAMS 
BHARAT JAYARAMAN 
D This paper discusses issues in a sequential implementation of a subset- 
equational language, an extension of the equational programming paradigm 
for efficient treatment of set-valued functions. Subset assertions have the 
form f(terms) 2 expression, and in general, multiple subset assertions may 
be used to define a set-valued function f. They incorporate a collect-all 
capability, so that the meaning of a set-valued function f applied to 
argument terms is equal to the union of the respective sets defined by the 
different subset assertions for f. The universe of ferms also includes 
set-valued terms; hence the matching operation between terms is sef 
matching. The multiple matches arising from set matching effectively serve 
to iterate over the elements of sets, thus permitting many useful set 
operations to be stated nonrecursively. The main features of this imple- 
mentation are: (1) compiling the commonly occurring forms of set patterns 
using instructions similar to the WAM instructions for PROLOG; (2) 
avoiding checks for duplicates and construction of intermediate sets in 
argument positions of functions when they distribute over union in these 
arguments; and (3) performing last-call optimization for both equational 
and subset assertions. An implementation of these ideas has been com- 
pleted, and compiled code for typical program fragments is presented, as 
well as performance figures for the key optimizations. a 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The success of relational programming owes as much to its elegant declarative 
basis [14] as to the efficient techniques [16] developed for its implementation. With 
the aim of providing more direct support for a larger class of applications, in 
recent years researchers have experimented with broader forms of logic program- 
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ming: equational programming [ill, constraint programming [2], higher-order 
programming [9], subset-equational programming, etc. The success of these devel- 
opments likewise depends not only on their simplicity and relevance for applica- 
tions, but crucially on efficient implementations. It is on the latter issue that we 
focus in this paper, which explores the implementation issues for subset-equational 
programming. The use of equational assertions for logic programming is well 
known, but subset assertions are a recent development [6, 5, 71, and have been 
introduced to provide a declarative and efficient treatment of sets for functional 
languages and logic languages. To keep this paper self-contained, we begin with a 
brief introduction to this paradigm. The general form of a subset assertion 
considered in this paper is 
f ( terms) 2 expression. 
Informally, the declarative meaning of a subset assertion is that, for its ground 
instantiations (i.e., replacing variables by ground terms), the function f operating 
on its argument terms is a superset of the ground set denoted by the expression on 
the right-hand side. By providing subset assertions with a collect-d capability, the 
meaning of a set-valued function f operating on ground terms is equal to the 
union of the respective sets defined by the different subset assertions for f. The 
top-level query is of the form 
? expr 
where expr is a ground expression. The meaning of this query is the ground term t 
such that expr = t is a logical consequence of the completion of the program, i.e., 
augmenting all subset assertions defining some function with equality assertions 
that capture the collect-all capability of these subset assertions. The programming 
paradigm arising from subset and equational assertions is called subset-equational 
programming. 
We should clarify at the outset our reasons for distinguishing between terms 
and expressions, since this distinction is not always made in declarative languages. 
Intuitively speaking, terms correspond to data objects, and are the finite objects 
built up from constants and the usual first-order data constructors of a logic 
programming language such as PROLOG, as well as new set constructors defined 
in Section 2. Expressions include terms, but may also contain user-defined func- 
tions. We distinguish terms from expressions because it facilitates a more tractable 
operational semantics for subset assertions: we have shown that if the declarative 
semantics makes this distinction, a breadth-first exploration of subset assertions 
can be avoided and yet the correctness of the operational semantics can be 
preserved [3]. More precisely, by requiring variables in all equational and subset 
assertions to be (universally) quantified over terms rather than expressions, an 
operational semantics based on depth-first exploration of subset assertions and 
innermost reduction of expressions can be shown to be sound and complete. 
Subset-equational programming is therefore a paradigm where depth-first search 
and innermost reduction order are not semantic compromises, but indeed consti- 
tute correct implementation strategies. 
Apart from depth-first and innermost reduction order, the operational seman- 
tics makes use of set matching because of the presence of set-valued terms. Since 
arguments to functions are ground terms, function application requires “one-way” 
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matching, rather than unification. Besides its simple declarative semantics, we have 
shown that the use of subset assertions and set terms for defining set-valued 
functions allows compact, nonrecursive program definitions [6, 5, 71. This paper 
shows that such definitions are amenable to efficient implementation, by allowing 
compilation of many frequency occurring cases of set patterns, as well as allowing 
one to avoid checks for duplicate elements in sets in many cases. 
From an implementation standpoint, the principal differences between subset- 
equational programs and relational programs are: (1) arguments to functions in 
subset-equational programs must be ground, whereas arguments to predicates in 
relational programs can be nonground; and (2) branching in subset-equational 
programming is due to set matching and multiple subset rules, whereas in rela- 
tional programs it is due only to multiple rules (unification in relational programs 
has a unique outcome). Our implementation model for subset-equational programs 
is therefore similar to the Warren Abstract Machine (WAM) [161 for PROLOG, in 
that it essentially uses a run-time stack (for recursion and backtracking) and a heap 
(for data objects), and uses the structure-copying technique for creating instances 
of structured data objects. The main differences are: (1) no trail stack is needed in 
our model, because arguments to functions must be ground; and (2) each choice 
point created for a collection of subset assertions defining some function could 
have multiple brunch points within it, to keep track of branching within set 
matching. An interesting contrast with WAM implementations is that backtracking 
in our implementation could occur on success as well as on failure. The former 
occurs because multiple branch points could arise in the invocation of a single 
subset assertion, and the successful completion of one such branch requires 
backtracking to repeat the same right-hand side, but using a different matching 
substitution. 
An important property of subset-equational programs is that set matching can 
be compiled using a modification of the WAM instruction set. The set constructor 
of main interest has the form IX I t}, meaning that x is one element of the 
matching set and t is the remainder of the set. We identify at compile time three 
uses of this set constructor, and provide corresponding instructions for their 
compilation. In one case, we effectively avoid forming any remainder set; in the 
second, new remainder sets are constructed from earlier remainder sets through 
destructive update; and in the third, new remainder sets are created without 
destructive update, i.e., by copying. A simplification in the WAM instructions 
occurs in one respect: because matching rather than unification is used, we can 
identify at compile time the “read” and “write” modes of WAM’s get instructions. 
Finally, we try to alleviate the main obstacle in the use of sets in a declarative 
programming language: the time-consuming check for duplicates. We describe a 
property of certain (argument positions of) functions, namely, distribution over 
union, which effectively permits one to avoid the check for duplicate elements and 
formation of intermediate sets. This property is often easily known to a program- 
mer, and, when stated explicitly through mode declarations, can aid the compiler 
in generating more efficient code. We also present a useful class of programs, 
based on the relative-set construct 1131, for which this property can be automatically 
deduced by the compiler. 
Thus the benefits of subset-equational programming are: (1) many operations 
over sets can be stated nonrecursively, thanks to the implicit iteration over sets 
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provided by set matching; (2) set matching can be compiled efficiently; (3) checks 
for duplicate elements in argument sets and formation of intermediate sets can be 
avoided when operations using these sets distribute over union. An experimental 
language called SEL (Set-Equation Language) embodying these ideas has been 
implemented [lo], and a complete formal semantics of these ideas has been 
developed [8]. Subset-equational programming does not support unification. This 
capability is already well supported in relational programming, and a unified 
language with both capabilities can be designed, but that issue is beyond the scope 
of this paper. Reference [7] gives several examples of the feasibility of this 
integration, which is a topic that we are actively investigating. 
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 informally presents, 
with examples, the main features of subset-equational programs: set matching and 
the completion; Section 3 discusses distribution over union and its effect on 
performance improvement; Section 4 describes an abstract machine model for 
subset-equational programs, and its similarities to and differences from the WAM; 
Section 5 shows how set matching can be compiled efficiently, and also shows the 
compiled code for typical program fragments; finally, Section 6 is devoted to 
conclusions and areas of further work. 
We assume that the reader has some familiarity with the WAM implementation 
of PROLOG [16]. 
2. SUBSET-EQUATIONAL PROGRAMS: AN INFORMAL, INTRODUCTION 
A program assertion may take one of two forms:’ 
f ( terms) 2 expr 
f ( terms) = expr 
The symbol f stands for a (nonconstructor) function symbol. As noted earlier, we 
distinguish constructors from other function symbols. A constructor is not defined 
by any program assertions, whereas other function symbols are defined by one or 
more program assertions which are used to reduce an expression. All variables 
appearing on the right-hand side (expr) of an equational or subset assertion must 
also appear on the left-hand side (terms). We specify below the syntactic structure 
of terms and expr: 
terms :z= term I term , terms 
term :F element I set 
element :F variable I constant I e&m_constructor(termzs) 
set :z= variablel~l {term 1 set} 
exprs :* expr I expr , exprs 
expr :.- term I {expr I apr} I elem_consttzdctor(txprsxprs) I functidexprs) 
‘Our implementation [lo] actually uses the keyword con t a i n s instead of 2, and the keyword p h i 
instead of 4. 
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Our lexical convention in this paper is to begin constants with an uppercase letter 
and variables with a lowercase letter. In the above syntax specification, note that 
the I symbol in {term I set) and {expr I expr) is part of the language being defined. 
We refer to a term as a set if it has one of the set constructors 4 or ( I } at its 
outermost level. The notation {X I t) refers to a set in which x is one element and t 
is the remainder of the set. All other constructors are element constructors, 
referred to in the above syntax as elem_constnrctor. A term that is not a set is an 
element. A ground term is a term without any variables in it; ground set and 
ground element are defined similarly. We permit as syntactic sugar the following 
notation: (1) {term) to stand for (term 1 c$), (2) {expr) to stand for {expr I c#I), and (3) 
(e,,e,,..., ek) to stand for {e, I{e, I . . . {ek I &I). 
We next informally explain the two key concepts in subset-equational program- 
ming: set matching and the completion. 
2.1. Set Matching 
The set-matching problem may be stated as 
(possibly nonground) and s2 (ground), is there a 
s1 to ground terms such that s,B = s,? In the 
grams, the set constructor of main interest is 
follows: Given two set terms sr 
substitution 0 binding variables of 
context of subset-equational pro- 
which matches a nonempty set one of whose elements is t, and the remainder of 
the set is s. To illustrate this constructor, matching 1x I t) against a ground set 
{A, B, C, D) yields four different substitutions, {x + A, t + {B, C, D)), . . . , {x + D, 
t +-- (A, B, C)), corresponding to the different ways of selecting one element from 
the set and its corresponding remainder. 
The constructor {x 1 t) has a very different meaning from x U t: the former 
specifies iteration over the elements of a set, whereas the latter specifies iteration 
over the subsets of a set. One should also contrast 1x I t) with {x) u t. For 
example, consider the matching of these two patterns respectively against the set 
{A, B). The variable t in {x) u t can match the entire set {A, B), although this 
match is impossible with {x I t). The reason for preferring (x I t) over Ix) u t in 
subset-equational programs is that the former allows one to recursively decompose 
a set into strictly smaller sets. While some expressive convenience is sacrificed by 
not permitting the u constructor, most practical cases seem to be unaffected. 
We note that there are only finitely many matches of a set term (x I t) against 
any set constructed from 4 and ( I ). If the constructed set has duplicate terms, -- 
these are first eliminated before the matching is performed. This set-matching 
problem is a form of associative-commutative (a-c) matching, if we replace {x ( t) 
by lx) U t and only the associative and commutative properties of U are used. 
This problem was first studied by Plotkin [121 and has since been examined quite 
extensively in the literature (see [l] and references therein). In the worst case a-c 
matching is known to be NP-complete. However, practical subset-equational 
programs rarely exhibit this worst-case behavior. 
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2.2. Completion 
In order to define the completion, we first flatten the expression on the right-hand 
side of every equational and subset assertion, and replace it by a sequence of 
equational goals. This flattened form makes more explicit that the result of an 
expression must be a term. A query expression is also flattened similarly. The 
flattened form of a subset-equational program is in general 
Head :- Body, 
where Head may be either f(terms) = term or f(terms) 2 term, and Body is of the 
form E r,. . . ,E,, where each Ei is f&terms) =xi, where f, is a user-defined 
function and X, is a variable. Note that Body may be empty, in which case we have 
an unconditional assertion. The order of equalities on the r.h.s. of an equational or 
subset assertion reflects the innermost reduction order for expressions. For exam- 
ple, a clause 
f(x, (r 1s)) 2 g(h(x), k(y, s)) 
will be flattened as shown below, assuming that g, h, and k are user-defined 
functions defined elsewhere in the program: 
f(x,{yIs))zx3 :- h(x)=xl, k(y,s)=x2, g(xl,x2)=x3 
The completion incorporates two assumptions underlying the meaning of subset- 
equational programs: 
(1) Collect-all assumption. If a set-valued expression f (terms) is such that 
f(terms) 2 So,..., f(terms) 2 s,, and it is determined that there are no 
other known subsets for f(terms) according to the given program, then the 
collect-all assumption allows us to infer f(terms) = U i= I,n~i, provided that 
the resulting set is finite and all reduction sequences from f(terms) termi- 
nate. 
(2) Emptiness-as-failure assumption. For each set-valued function f, we as- 
sume f(terms) = 4 if terms does not match the 1.h.s. of any assertion for f. 
Similarly, for each element-valued function f, we assume f (terms) = ? if 
terms does not match the 1.h.s of any assertion for f, where ? is an 
undefined element. The properties of the undefined element are as follows: 
(i) For every element-valued user-defined function f and constructor c, we 
have f(...,?,...)= ?, cc...,?,... ) = ?. (ii) For every set-valued user- 
defined function f and the set constructor { 1 1, we have f(. . . , ?, . . .) = cf~ -- 
and {? I s) = s. 
2.3. Confluence 
The presence of the set constructor { I } on the 1.h.s. of equational assertions 
raises the issue of confluence of subset-equational programs. We require that 
(1) the left-hand side of each equational assertion should not unify with the 
left-hand side of any other assertion, and 
(2) when set constructors occur on the left-hand side of any equational assertion, 
the result should be independent of which one of the potentially many matches 
is selected. 
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Other, less restrictive conditions are possible, but we shall assume the above 
conditions, for the sake of specificity. Note that the left-hand sides of equations 
need not be left-linear, i.e., repeated occurrences of variables may appear on the 
1.h.s. of assertions. And a subset assertion may of course overlap with other subset 
assertions. For example, when matching an expression s i z e({A, B, C}) with the left 
side of an assertion 
size(4)= 0 
size((h It))= succ(size(t)) 
any one of the three matches for h and t may be taken, and the others ignored; 
the final result is independent of which match is considered. An example of an 
assertion that does not possess this property is the following (the notation [ ] stands 
for the 0-ary constructor n i 1, and [_ I_] stands for the 2-ary constructor cons): 
set2list(4>=[] 
set2list({h It}>=[h Iset2list(t)] 
We regard as illegal a definition such as s e t 2 t i s t . It is left to the programmer to 
ensure that the result is independent of the particular match considered. 
2.4. Examples 
The use of equational assertions for programming is well known, and hence we 
show below a few examples to illustrate the succinctness provided by subset 
assertions and set matching: 
crossproduct(lx I_l,(r I_)>z{[x 1~11 
intersectcix I_l,Ix I l)Z>(xl - 
union(sl,s2)2 sl 
union(sl,s2)~.5.2 
perms(+)2tI[I) 
perms({x It})zdistr(x,perms(t)) 
distr(x,(hlt))~([xlhl) 
Note that the first three operations shown above are all stated nonrecursively. 
In crossproduct and intersect, there is no need to explicitly indicate the 
case when the argument sets are empty; the result is the empty set by the 
emptiness-as-failure assumption. The p e r m s example illustrates recursion in con- 
junction with set matching, and we explain it in more detail below. 
The function p e r m s takes a set of terms as input and produces as output the 
set of list permutations of these terms. The function d i s t r expects a set of lists as 
its second argument; its result is a set whose elements are constructed by 
“consing” its first argument to each list in the set denoted by the second argument. 
When matching an expression such as d i s t r(A, {B, C, D)) with the 1.h.s. of the 
assertion defining d i s t r, all three set matches are considered, namely, {x +- A, 
h + B, t + {C,D)),{x - A, h + C, t + {B,D)}, and Ix + A, h +- D, t + {B,C)}. The 
r.h.s. of the assertion, namely {[x I h]), is then reduced for each of these matches, 
and the union of the resulting sets is defined as the value for d i s t r(A, (B, C, D)), 
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which in this case is ([(A 1 B], [A 1 cl, [A I 01). The following points should be noted: 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
Duplicates must be eliminated when taking this union, but we show in 
Section 3 how this check can be avoided for a particular argument when the 
function distributes over union in this argument. 
No assertion is needed for the case when the argument set is empty; 
d i s t t-(x, 4) = 4, by the emptiness-as-failure assumption. 
Because the variable t is not used on the r.h.s. of the rule for d i s t r, 
considerable space and time can be saved in avoiding constructing the 
remainder set for it. In general, constructing the n remainder sets for an 
n-element set is an O(n’) operation in our implementation model, but in 
many cases we can optimize this construction to an O(n) operation. 
Thus, evaluating the goal 
? perms({A,B,C,D}) 
results in the union of the sets obtained from applying each of the following 
four substitutions to the flattened r.h.s. expression: (x + A, t +- {B, C, D)), {x +- B, 
t +-(A,C,D)), {x + C, t +(A,B,D)), and {x + D, t +(A,B,C)). The result of 
evaluating the goal is the set of 24 permutations ([A, B, C, 01, [A, B, D, Cl, 
-.., [D,c,B,Al). 
We do not go into longer examples in this paper, but refer the reader to [6, 51. 
The reference [4] describes how the basic structure of a rule-based expert system 
like MYCIN, which uses depth-first exhaustive backchaining, can be more declara- 
tively specified using the collect-all capability of subset assertions. Systems like 
MYCIN and 0~~5 illustrate that the full power of unification is not needed for many 
practical systems; that is, a simpler (and more efficient) one-way matching suffices. 
3. DISTRIBUTION OVER UNION 
We now discuss a property of certain set-valued functions which helps avoid the 
check for duplicates and formation of intermediate sets. We say that a function f 
distributes over union in its i th argument iff 
f(...,x u y,...)= f(...,x,...)U f(...,y,...), 
where the ith argument of f is the one shown above. Set-valued functions that 
compute some aggregate property of a set, e.g. pe r m s and pow e r s e t, do not 
distribute over union. Functions, such as c r OS s p roduc t, i n t e r s e c t, and 
d i s t r, that are defined in terms of the elements of their argument sets do 
distribute over union. There are two benefits of knowing that a function distributes 
over union in a particular argument: 
(1) We can avoid checking for duplicate elements in this argument. Because 
f(...,x u y,...)= f(...,x,...)U f(...,y,...), 
we effectively have f(...,s,...)= (f(...,(x),...):x E s). Thus, the func- 
tion f can be applied to the singleton sets that make up the argument set, 
and the individual results propagated. Because argument sets are usually 
free from duplicates, this optimization can lead to substantial savings in 
execution time. 
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(2) When several such functions are composed together, we effectively avoid 
constructing intermediate sets, thus saving space as well. This optimization 
is similar to the avoidance of constructing intermediate lists when compos- 
ing a series of “map” functions in functional languages [15]. 
The potential disadvantage of this optimization is that one might overcompute 
in the case where the argument expression yielded duplicate elements. However, 
our experience with this paradigm indicates that such cases arise infrequently. We 
assume that a programmer specifies, through suitable “mode” declarations, in 
which arguments a function distributes over union. In the permutations example, 
this can be stated as follows: 
mode perms(no),distr(no,yes). 
The current implementation does support such programmer-introduced specifica- 
tions. In the next subsection we present the class of relative sets, for which the 
compiler can automatically infer these modes. 
3.1. Relative Sets 
It is possible to provide the notation of relative sets as a form of syntactic sugar in 
subset-equational programs (although our current implementation [lo] does not 
yet support this feature). Relative sets were first introduced in functional program- 
ming by Turner in his languages KRC and Miranda [13]-actually, these languages 
supported lists without duplicates rather than sets. Below we present a slightly 
simplified form of that presented in [13]: 
{ term : generators ; condition} . 
The above construct defines a set of terms by first generating candidate elements 
using the generators, and eliminating those that do not satisfy the stated condition. 
(The condition is actually optional, and is assumed to be true when omitted). Each 
generator is of the form gen-variable E set-expression, where all the gen-variables 
within a relative-set construct must be distinct from one another. Furthermore, 
the set-expression of a generator may not use its defining gen-variable 
or any gen-variable to its right. However, term may use any gen-variable from the 
relative-set construct. Because subset-equational programs deal with finite sets, we 
assume that the generators define finite sets. 
From the standpoint of their translation, three kinds of relative-set expressions 
may be distinguished, as illustrated below. Each is accompanied by its translated 
subset-equational program. 
(1) Independent generators: 
crossproduct(sl,s2) = {[x ly]:x E sl, y E ~2) 
The term “independent” is used because the second generator does not 
depend on the elements of the first. In general, independent generators, 
such as x E s I and y E s 2, are mapped into separate arguments, as shown 
below: 
crossproduct({x I_l,{r l_l)~I[x 1~11 
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(2) Independent generators with condition : 
fiLter(s,t)=([x,y]:xEs,yEt;p(x,y)} 
In general, conditions such as p( x, y) are translated suing the i f function, 
which is essentially an if-then-else: 
fiIter((xI_l,(~I_))~if(P(x,y),([x,yl),~) 
if(True,tl,t2)= tl 
if(False,tl,t2)=t2 
(3) Dependent generators with condition: 
right(n)={[x,y,z]:xE{l,...,n},yE{x +l,...,n}, 
2 E(y + l,..., n);xXx+yXy=zXz} 
As noted earlier, later generators can depend upon elements from earlier 
generators, but not vice versa. Mutually dependent generators are also thus 
disallowed. The transformed program employs auxiliary definitions and i f 
function, as shown below (we assume the language is enhanced with the 
usual arithmetic primitives): 
right(n)= right2(n,from_to(l,n)) 
right2(n,{x I_})2 right3(n,x,from_to(x + l,n>) 
right3(n,x,{yI_))z right4(x,y,from_to(y+ 1,n)) 
right4(x,y,{z I_))Zif(eq(x X x + Y X Y,Z X z),{[x,Y,z~},~> 
from_to(m,n)= if eq(m,n) {m) (mIfrom_to(m+l,n)} 
key of translated programs that uses 
set occur subset and of form I_}, where c’ is 
a variable. It is easy to verify that such definitions distribute over union in these 
argument positions. 
We have shown how the relative-set construct can be directly transformed into 
subset assertions; however, the transformation of subset assertions into the rela- 
tive-set notation is not as direct, because set patterns can have repeated occur- 
rences of variables on the I.h.s., as in i n t er se c t, and also may refer to 
remainders of sets, as in p e s. These 
3.2. Performance Improvements 
In view of functions that distribute over union in certain argument positions, we 
need to distinguish two modes of calling functions: when a set-valued function is 
called to produce one element of its resulting set rather than the entire set, we say 
that the function is called in call-one mode; otherwise, it is called to return the 
entire set, and we say the function is called in call-all mode. (A call-one invocation 
effectively sets up a PROLOG-style generator, i.e., elements of the set are 
produced one at a time, via backtracking.) For example, in an expression such as 
crossproduct(f(lO),g(20)) 
both f and g can be called in call-one mode because c r o s s p rod u c t distributes 
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over union in both its arguments. The call to c r o s s p rod u c t depends upon the 
context of its use. If the above expression were the top-level query or if it were 
used as the argument to a function that does not distribute over union, then 
c r o s s p r o d u c t would be invoked in call-all mode. The savings in execution time 
from avoiding the check for duplicates is illustrated below for c r o s s prod u c t . 
All figures represent, in Sun-3 milliseconds, the time to execute c r o s s p r od u c t 
on two identical sets of numbers: 
Size of each argument set: 
Time: 
without duplicate checks 
with duplicate checks 
5 7 10 14 16 
17 34 66 116 150 
33 116 400 1450 2450 
Note that the time to compute the cross product in the absence of duplicate 
checking grows linearly with the size of the output set (whose size in turn is equal 
to the square of either argument set), whereas the time taken grows quadratically 
with the size of the output set in the presence of duplicate checking. The cost of 
checking for duplicates, of course, depends upon the representation for sets. While 
there are several choices for this representation, such as sorted binary trees, hash 
tables, etc., we used a list representation in the current implementation because it 
best supports the two most common operations on sets in this paradigm: iteration 
over the elements of a set, and formation of remainders. Furthermore, the list used 
was unsorted, which explains the quadratic cost of duplicate checking. For exam- 
ple, hash tables minimize the time for duplicate checking, but they are very 
inconvenient for iteration over sets or forming remainders. Our current represen- 
tation is based on the premise that we can often defer the checks for duplicates, 
and hence an unsorted list representation suffices. However, a thorough analysis of 
alternative representations and their costs is needed, as well as more experience 
with applications, before we can arrive at the most appropriate representation for 
this paradigm. 
The c r o s s p rod u c t example does not illustrate the general case where several 
call-one invocations occur. In this general case, one might be concerned that the 
overhead arising from extra call-one invocations offsets the time saved in avoiding 
the check for duplicates. This concern, however, is not supported by our experi- 
ments. To illustrate, consider the definition of p e r m s, reproduced below for easy 
reference: 
perms({x )t})zdistr(x,perms(t)) 
Note that the recursive call p e r m s(t) can be invoked in call-one mode because 
d i s t r distributes over union in its second argument. Thus per m s( t) will produce 
one permutation of t at a time, and each call to d i s t r will operate on a 
one-element set. Thus many more calls to d i s t r occur than in making the 
recursive call to p e r m s in call-all mode. For an n-element set, there are II X n! 
calls to d i s t r if it is called in call-one mode, whereas there are only n + n(n - 1) 
+ . . . +n! calls to d i s t r if it is called in call-all mode. However, as the following 
table shows, the overhead of extra function calls is far less than the savings 
obtained from avoiding the check for duplicates and forming intermediate sets. As 
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before, all figures represent Sun-3 milliseconds: 
Size of argument set: 3 4 5 6 
Time: 
call-one 16 116 650 4350 
call-all 17 150 1250 25800 
The call-all row shows the time to execute both d i s t r and per m s in call-all 
mode, and the call-one row shows the time to execute both d i s t r and p e r m s in 
call-one mode. It should be noted that most of the time saved in avoiding the 
check for duplicates and forming intermediate sets is at the topmost level, where 
the permutations of the n different (n - 1)-element sets are combined to form the 
permutations of the n-element set. Thus, if perms were invoked in the context of 
a function that does not distribute over union, the cost of computing the permuta- 
tions would be as shown in the table below. These figures reflect the cost of 
making the topmost call to pe r m s in call-all mode, but inner (recursive) calls in 
call-one mode: 
Size of argument set: 3 4 5 6 
Time: 17 133 1133 21850 
We observed similar performance figures with other subset-equational functions, 
the extent of savings being determined by the size of the resulting set at the 
topmost level. 
3.3. Program Transformations 
In order to support the optimizations discussed in the previous subsections, the 
flattening of function bodies described in Section 2 must be preceded by some 
source-program transformations. There are two main issues to be addressed in 
these transformations: (1) we must ensure that it is possible to invoke a set-valued 
function defined by equational assertions in the call-one mode, and (2) we must 
correctly handle the textual nesting of functions that differ in their modes of 
invocation. In the remainder of this section, we address these two issues. 
To illustrate the first transformation, consider the following program, where the 
modes of the set-valued functions are as follows: mode ma i n(no), g e n(no), 
squarecyes): 
main(n) = square(gen(n)) 
gen(n)= if eq(n,l) then {I) else {njgen(n- I)] 
square({x I_))2Ix X x1 
(We assume an if-then-else for simplicity, although the program can be rewritten 
without it.) Since sq ua r e distributes over union, it does not require gen to 
produce its resulting set all at once. However, the flattened form of the above 
definition of g e n is not amenable to call-one invocation, because the recursive call 
gen(n - 1) will be performed before returning the result for ge n(n). To support 
call-one invocation, we replace all occurrences of the constructor {_ I _) by equiva- 
lent subset assertions so that incremental generation of elements is possible. More 
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precisely, each occurrence of (expr, ) expr,) on the r.h.s. of a function is replaced by 
s con s(X), where X are the variables appearing in the expr, and expr2 and s con s 
is defined as 
scans(Z) 2 (expr,) 
scans(2) zexpr, 
Each use of the s cons function will be uniquely distinguished, e.g. s cons 1, 
s con s 2, etc. The transformed definition of g e n according to the above rules is as 
follows: 
gen(n)= if eq(n,l) then (1) else sconsl(n) 
sconsl(n)3,(n} 
sconsl(n)z gen(n - I> 
To illustrate the second transformation, consider the following variation of the 
ma i n function, where the function p e r m s has mode p e r m s(n 01, and g e n and 
s q u a r e are as defined above: 
main(n) = perms(square(gen(n))) 
Since sq ua r e distributes over union, it will obtain its argument set from g en 
incrementally, and generate its output set incrementally. However, since it is 
embedded inside p e r m s, which does not distribute over union, it is necessary to 
collect all the elements produced by s q u a r e before invoking p e r m s. Note here 
that the call-all invocation of squa r e only ensures that it produces the entire set 
for each input argument set produced by gen; the union of the sets from the 
different call-all invocations of s qua r e still remains to be formed. One way to 
automatically obtain this union would be to propagate the call-all mode from the 
outer function call (s q u a r e) to the inner function call (g e n), so that the outer call 
obtains its entire argument set from the inner one. (This strategy will work in this 
example assuming that the original version of gen is invoked rather than the 
transformed one.) However, this strategy is not desirable, since it conflicts with our 
desire to defer duplicate checking as long as possible. We therefore do not 
propagate the call-all mode down to inner functions, but instead explicitly provide 
for the collection of these output sets where needed. 
Thus, for each such subexpression g( . . . , f<exprs), . . . 1, where f distributes over 
union in one of its arguments (or is a set-valued function defined by equational 
assertions) and g does not distribute over union in the argument position occupied 
by f, we replace the above expression by g(. . . , a t L(X), . . .>, where X are all the 
variables occurring in exprs and the function a 1 1 is defined as 
at l(X) zf(exprs) 
Each use of the a 1 1 function will be uniquely distinguished, e.g. a t t 1, a t I 2, etc. 
We illustrate this transformation by showing the revised definition of ma i n below: 
main(n)= perms(al Ll(n)) 
a 11 l(n) 2 square(gen(n)) 
It is not hard to see that both transformations described in this subsection 
preserve the meaning of subset-equational programs. The transformed program is 
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then flattened, as indicated in Section 2. We assume that the outermost call in any 
equational or subset assertion, i.e., last call in the flattened form, is made in 
call-one mode. As a result, every set-valued function defined by one or more 
equational assertions will always be invoked in call-one mode, whereas if it is 
defined exclusively by subset assertions, it can be invoked in call-one or call-all 
mode. 
Finally, every top-level query expr is made in call-all mode, i.e., it is implicitly 
embodied in a subset assertion, a t t ( > 2 expr, where expr is transformed as per the 
rules defined in this subsection. 
4. SUBSET-EQUATIONAL ABSTRACT MACHINE 
We now present the salient aspects of an abstract machine for implementing 
subset-equational programs. This abstract machine is very similar to the Warren 
Abstract Machine (WAM) [16], being based on a stack-heap model with structure 
copying. We therefore concentrate on the differences in this presentation. We first 
discuss the overall execution model, then discuss last-call optimization, and finally 
present the instruction set for the abstract machine. 
4.1. Overview of Execution Model 
The main data areas are: (1) the static code area, (2) the control (or local) stuck, 
and (3) the heap. As noted earlier, there is no need for a trail stack; trying 
alternative branches during set matching requires changes only to local variables. 
As in the WAM, all assertions are indexed on their first argument, and the control 
stack is made up of choice points and environments, which are discussed below. 
An element-valued function, which must be defined by equational assertions, is 
invoked by a c a L t instruction. As noted in Section 3.3, a set-valued function will 
be invoked in call-one mode if it is defined through equational assertions; other- 
wise it may be invoked by a call-one or a call-all instruction. The multiple subset 
assertions that match a given call and the multiple set matches within a single 
subset assertion are attempted sequentially in depth-first order, We create a 
choice-point record on the control stack to keep track of these alternatives. One 
major difference from the WAM is that a single choice point can record multiple 
brunch points during set matching; for example, ({h 1 1 t I} ((h 2 1 t 2)) has three 
branch points, one for each occurrence of “I”. By the confluence requirement of 
Section 2.3, only one of the matches on the 1.h.s. of any one equational assertion 
need be considered; hence no choice point will be created for the matching 
equational assertion. If there are no (matching) equational assertions for a given 
call, control transfers to any applicable subset assertions. If there are no matching 
subset assertions either, failure-backtracking transfers control to the most recent 
choice point or to the top level if there is none. 
The creation of an enuironment record for an equational assertion follows the 
WAM rule, i.e., the body of the assertion must have two or more calls, otherwise 
all variables are assumed to be temporary 1161. When control reaches the end of an 
equational assertion, its environment record is deleted provided the latter is at the 
top of the local stack, i.e., there are no outstanding call-one invocations in the 
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body of the equational assertion. (In Section 4.2, we discuss when the environment 
record can be deleted sooner.) The creation of an environment record for a subset 
assertion differs from the WAM in that it depends upon the mode of its call: for a 
call-all invocation, an environment record is created if the subset assertion match- 
ing this call has at least one call in its body; for a call-one invocation, all variables 
will be assumed to be permanent, whether or not function calls are present in the 
body of the subset assertion. We provide a mode register to indicate the mode of 
every call. For a call-all invocation (of a subset assertion), each time control 
reaches the end of the assertion, success backtracking to the most recent choice 
point occurs; as each subset is computed, it is added to the overall set after 
removing duplicates. For a call-one invocation of a subset assertion, each time 
control reaches the end of the assertion, an exit occurs back to the caller. The 
compiled code for each subset assertion ends with a co t t e c t ? instruction, which 
tests the mode register to determine whether to initiate success backtracking or 
exit. When control reaches the end of a subset assertion, the environment record is 
deleted (and the next matching subset assertion considered) provided all branch 
points within the choice point have been explored and the current environment 
record is at the top of the control stack. (In Section 4.2, we discuss when the 
environment record can be deleted sooner.) When failure backtracking transfers 
control to a choice point, the subset computed for this path is assumed to be 
empty, and execution continues as if success backtracking had occurred. 
Note that the heap is not retracted upon success backtracking, because the data 
structures created along all success-backtrack paths are collectively needed. The 
heap is retracted upon failure backtracking. Garbage collection-not discussed in 
this paper-is needed to reclaim inaccessible objects in the heap. 
4.2. Last-Call Optimization 
Last-call optimization (LCO) [161 is a generalization of the tail-recursion optimiza- 
tion of functional programming languages, and leads to savings in space as well as 
time. Space is saved because the environment for the caller is overwritten, and 
time is saved because many function returns are effectively bypassed. Subset-equa- 
tional programs offer more opportunities for last-call optimization than conven- 
tional functional programming languages. For example, recursive calls that are 
embedded inside a constructor, e.g., the standard equational definition of a p p e n d, 
are not tail-recursive in the conventional sense, but are amenable to LCO. This 
can be easily seen from the flattened form of the recursive rule for append, where 
the outermost constructor is absorbed into the head of the rule. 
For equational assertions, if the function being defined is element-valued, the 
last call in the flattened form is always subject to LCO because of the deterministic 
nature of equational assertions (cf. the confluence assumption, Section 2.3). No 
choice point will be created when invoking a function defined exclusively by 
equational assertions. For set-valued functions defined by equational assertions, 
the last call is amenable to LCO if there is no outstanding call-one invocation 
preceding the last call in the body, i.e., the current environment is at the top of the 
local stack. Subset assertions are similarly amenable to LCO, but this optimization 
is applicable only to the last set match of its 1.h.s. For all matches other than the 
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last, it is necessary to retain the environment record, since the body of the 
assertion has to be executed for each successive match. Since the last call in 
the body of a subset assertion (or an equational assertion defining a set-valued 
function) will be in call-one mode, if LCO is possible it can yield further savings in 
execution time by obviating checks for duplicates and forming intermediate sets. 
This aspect is illustrated by the definition below for finding the leaves of a tree: 
Leaves(Leaf(a))={a} 
leaves(node(tl,t2))2 Leaves(t1) 
Leaves(node(tl,t2))zLeaves(t2) 
Note that 1 e a v e s does not distribute over union (its argument is not even a set). 
Because of LCO, each recursive call on 1 eaves does not have to return to its 
immediate caller, so that every leaf set (a) is directly returned to the outermost call 
on I eaves. Not only are many function returns bypassed, we also avoid forming 
intermediate sets at each level of the tree and also avoid checking for duplicates at 
intermediate levels. In this example, LCO overwrites the environment record for 
each invocation of 1 e a v e s, but not the choice point for each invocation; the latter 
is deleted only when both subset assertions have been explored. Even in definitions 
such as 
perms({x [t))L?distr(x,perms(t)) 
where multiple set matches on the 1.h.s. are possible, LCO is applicable to the last 
match among the multiple set matches; for all other matches, the environment 
record for this rule must be retained. In order to facilitate this optimization, we 
use a last-call register L C, which is set to t rue for the last set match of the 
assertion, and the last call of a subset assertion is compiled using a special call, 
Last_ca 1 l-one. 
4.3. Instruction Set 
The state of a subset-equational program is given by the content of the data areas, 
as well as certain registers. In addition to the registers of the WAM, we need the 
following new registers: M, mode of the current call; L C, whether the current call is 
subject to LCO (for subset assertions); CB, the current branch point; and Bl, 82, 
. ..) branch-point registers. Similarly to the WAM, there are several classes of 
instructions: get, put, store, match, procedural, and indexing. A complete descrip- 
tion of these instructions may be found in [lo]; here we note the main differences 
from the WAM: 
(1) The WAM’s unify instructions have been replaced by match and store 
instructions. The “read” and “write” modes of the WAM’s get instructions for 
lists and structures can be identified at compile time. All use of the WAM’s get 
and unify in the “read” mode are replaced by get and match instructions; all uses 
of WAM’s get and unify in “write” mode are replaced by store instructions. All 
uses of WAM’s put and uni’ instructions are replaced by put and store instruc- 
tions. 
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FIGURE 1A. Iteration through a three-element set by ad j-set-head Vn. 
(2) For sets, in addition to the usual get, put, and store instructions, we have 
the following new instructions: adj_set_head, adj_set, and adj_set_with 
c o p y. Basically, each of these instructions is used immediately after a g e t-s e t 
instruction, to “adjust” the matching set so as to prepare it for the next match.’ 
The difference between a d j _s e t_ h e ad and ad j _s e t is that the former does not 
construct the remainder of the set. In the latter case, the n different remainders of 
an n-element set are constructed in O(n) space, by constructing each new 
remainder from the preceding one by destructive modification-that is, we “adjust” 
the previous remainder set to get the new remainder set. The ad j-se t-w i t h 
_c opy instruction is used when the remainders cannot be constructed in O(n) 
space. Each invocation of the ad j _s e t and ad j _s e t-w i t h-c opy instructions 
constructs only one of the remainders. All three instructions establish branch 
points, by setting the c B and branch-point registers appropriately. A more detailed 
description of the get-set and these three instructions follows: 
The g e t _s e t A i , v n. This instruction matches a nonempty set pointed to by 
register A i . The extra argument vn has two components, referred to as Vn. h 
and V n. t , and will be used by the following adj instructions. Both V n. h and 
vn. t are initialized to the address of the node referred to by A i . 
ad j _s e t-h e a d Vn. This instruction is used to compile a set pattern of the 
form {term I_) or (term I x), where the variable x does not appear on the r.h.s. 
of the rule. The Vn. t field is not used in this instruction. The structure 
register s gets the value of vn. h which is then updated to point to the next 
element of the set (see Figure la). If the tail of the set is not empty, the 
current branch pointer Cl3 is incremented by one and the branch register 
B(CB) (i.e., the CBth branch register) is made to point to this instruction. 
ad j-set Vn. This instruction is used if the remainder set must be con- 
structed, but it can be formed by destructive update of the preceding 
remainder. A new node on the heap is created each time this instruction is 
executed, and the S register is set to the address of this node. The updating 
of the Vn. h and vn. t fields and the components of the new node are 
*Note that these three instructions cannot be merged with the preceding 9 et-set instruction to 
give three new 9 et _s e t instructions, because they may be the target of backtracking, whereas the 9 e t 
_se t is not. 
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Vr..h 
FIGURE 1B. Iteration through a three-element set by ad j-set Vn. 
illustrated in Figure lb. Note that the V n. t field is needed in this instruction 
so that the set adjustment will be done in constant time, and the creation of 
one new node on the heap ensures that the original set is not updated in 
place. As before, the current branch pointer CB is incremented by one, and 
the branch register B(CB) is made to point to this instruction, if the end of 
the set has not been reached. 
ad j_set_wi th_copy Vn. This instruction is used if the remainder set can- 
not be formed by destructive update of the preceding remainder. The vn. h 
field always refers to the start of the original set, whereas the Vn.t field is 
updated each time to point to the next element of the set. The remainder set 
is formed by creating as many nodes on the heap as there are elements 
between Vn. h and v n. t . All elements in the tail of the set referred to by 
Vn. t are shared when constructing the remainder set. The structure register 
gets the start of the newly created set. The setting of the current branch 
pointer and branch register is as before. 
The use of these instructions in compiling the left-hand sides of assertions is 
illustrated in greater detail in the next section. 
(iii> The procedural instructions of the WAM are augmented with the co I- 
Lect?, call all, call-one, and last call one instructions. The cot- 
L e c t ? instruction is responsible for constructing the resulting set and removing 
duplicates, in case the mode register indicates a c a L I -a I I invocation, and also for 
eventual deletion of the environment record. The c a L L-one and c a L L-a L L 
instructions were discussed earlier. In order to test if LCO is applicable for the last 
call in a subset assertion, we use the I a s t c a I I one instruction. This instruction 
consults the last-call register L C, and bypasses the next co L I e c t ? instruction if 
LCO is possible. This instruction takes an extra argument which is the address of 
the variable where the result of the call is to be stored. 
(iv) A s w i t c h-o n-g round-t e r m instruction is used for indexing equational 
and subset assertions, with four cases: constant, list, structure, and set. A t r y-e q u 
_e L se instruction is used to link two or more equational assertions, but recall that 
no choice point need be created for equational assertions. If one or more subset 
assertions are used to define a function and they have mutually exclusive left-hand 
sides, the save_choi ce_point ? instruction is placed after the compiled instruc- 
tions of the 1.h.s. and before the compiled instructions of the body. This instruction 
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creates a choice-point record if the function was invoked in call-one mode or if 
there are any function calls in the body. When the left-hand sides of two or more 
subset assertions can potentially match a given function call, we link these subset 
assertions with a t r y_su b-and instruction, which creates a choice-point record 
with enough branch-point locations-a bound on this number is known at compile 
time-to cover the branch points for all these potentially matching subset asser- 
tions. A save-bran c h_po i n t instruction is placed after the compiled instruc- 
tions for the 1.h.s. and before the compiled instructions of the body of each such 
subset assertion. This instruction saves the contents of the branch-point registers in 
the choice-point record. 
5. COMPILATION OF SET MATCHING 
First we present a PROLOG program to specify more precisely the behavior of the 
set-matching algorithm. However, we do not literally follow this recursive proce- 
dure in our proposed implementation of set matching; indeed, the purpose of 
compilation is to avoid such a recursive algorithm for the simpler cases. The first 
argument of ma t c h is a possibly nonground term, representing the head of an 
assertion, and the second argument is a ground term, representing the arguments 
of a function call. In case a match is possible, the variables in the first input 
argument are instantiated appropriately. Multiple matches are produced one at a 
time. For simplicity, only lists and sets are considered; other constructors can be 
treated similarly: 
match(A,A):- 
atomic(A), !. 
match(+,+). 
match(V,Arg):- 
var(V), !, 
V=Arg. 
match([Tl (T2],[Argl lArg2]):- 
match(Tl,Argl), 
match(T2,Arg2). 
match({ELeml ISetl},ArgSet):- 
generate(ArgSet,ELem2,Set2), 
match(ELeml,ELem2), 
match(Setl,Set2). 
generate({ELemlSet),ELem,Set). 
generate({ELem~Set),ELem2,(ELem~Set2)):- 
generate(Set,ELem2,Set2). 
5.2. Compilation 
As noted earlier, since the most common set operations in subset-equational 
programs entail iteration over the members of a set and forming remainders of 
sets, we have chosen the list representation for sets in the current implementation. 
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Thus, the compilation of set patterns follows that of list patterns in the WAM with 
respect to the use of the get instructions and the structure register S. As noted 
earlier, because we can identify the “read” and “write” modes of the get 
instructions at the compile time, we use match instructions (rather than unify 
instructions) in compiling occurrences of variables on the 1.h.s. of an assertion. The 
main difference in the compilation of set patterns lies in the construction of 
remainder sets. We therefore concentrate on this aspect in the discussion below. 
As in the WAM, our notation in showing the compiled code is to use xi for 
temporary variables, Y i for permanent variables, and A i for argument registers. 
(However, when a subset assertion is invoked in call-one mode, temporary vari- 
ables will be treated as permanent by all instructions.) Three cases are worth 
noting: 
(1) 
(2) 
Patterns of the form (x I_}, where x is a variable. Here, no remainder set 
need be constructed, and the matching can proceed by effectively binding x 
in turn to the individual elements of the matching set. For example, the set 
patterns on the 1.h.s. of the definition 
crossproduct({ul_},~vl_l)l{[u Iv11 
is compiled as shown below. Note that the implicit second argument for the 
ma t c h instruction is the S register. The variables X3 and X4 correspond to 
u and v respectively. The extra arguments, x 5 and X6 respectively, to the 
get-set instructions hold the remainder sets, which are respectively the 
“tails” of the two input sets. Iteration through the elements of a set using 
ad j-set-head is clarified in Figure la. 
get-set Al, X5 %{ 
ad j-set-head X5 % 
match-variable X3 %u I_) 
get_setA2,X6 %( 
adj_set_head X6 % 
match variable X4 - % v I_) 
Patterns of the form {n 1 t), where x and t are variables, and where each 
new remainder set for I can be constructed from the previous one for t by 
destructive modification. For example, in the recursive rule for p e r m s, 
perms({x It})zdistr(x,perms(t)), 
the n different matches of an n-element set with the pattern {x I t) can be 
constructed by destructively modifying the preceding value of t. Thus the 
total cost in space and time for matching against an n-element set is O(n). 
In general, it is possible to construct these 12 remainder sets in O(n) space if 
the set bound to variable t is not being returned, either directly or 
indirectly, as part of the function’s result. Detecting this case necessitates 
data-flow analysis of the program assertions (the details of which we do not 
present in this paper). The compiled code for {x I t) is shown below. The 
permanent variables Y 1 and Y 2 correspond to x and t respectively-per- 
manent variables are needed because of the presence of calls in the body of 
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p e r m s. The new remainder sets are constructed in Y 3 by destructive 
modification, which is specified here by the use of ad j-set rather than 
ad j _se t-h ead. Figure lb illustrates how this modification is performed: 
get-set Al,Y3 %( 
adj_set Y3 % 
match-variable Yl %x 
match-variable Y2 % ( t} 
(3) Patterns of the form (x I t), where x and t are variables, and where each 
new remainder set t cannot be constructed from the previous one by 
destructive modification. From our experience with subset-equational pro- 
gramming, we have observed that such patterns occur less frequently than 
the preceding two forms; nevertheless, we offer an example illustrating this 
third kind of pattern below: 
allremainders({x(t))~(t}. 
The compiled code for the pattern {x 1 t} is shown below. The variables x 2 
and X3 correspond to x and t respectively. The use of ad j _s e t-w i t h 
-copy specifies copying rather than update: 
get-set Al,X4 %( 
adj_set_with_copy X4 % 
match variable X2 %x - 
match variable X3 - % I t) 
Nested set patterns are treated similarly to nested list patterns in the WAM, 
i.e., by introducing auxiliary variables for each nested set constructor. For example, 
consider the following definition, which takes a set of sets of elements as input and 
produces the set of all elements: 
f latten((Ie I_)I_H2~e~. 
The set pattern on its 1.h.s. is compiled as shown below. Note that the pattern 
{e I_} is represented by a temporary variable x2, and the variable e is represented 
by x3: 
get-set Al,X4 %{ 
adj_set_head X4 % 
match-variable X2 %X2 I_} 
get-set X2,X5 %{ 
adj_set_head X5 
match-variable X3 % e I_} 
Finally, patterns of the form {x I t), where x is not the first occurrence, can be 
optimized so that the search for elements of the set stops with the very first match. 
Note that, because every subsequent occurrence of a variable x must be bound to 
a (ground) term and, when matching commences, all input sets must have distinct 
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elements, it follows that x can match with at most one member of the set. For 
example, the set patterns in the definition of i n t e r s e c t, 
can be compiled as shown below. Temporary variable X3 corresponds to x. The 
mat c h_va 1 ue instruction discards the most recent branch point when it succeeds, 
thereby stopping the search for elements with the first match: 
get-set Al,X4 %{ 
adj_set_head X4 % 
match-variable X3 XXI_) 
get-set A2,XS %{ 
adj_set_head X5 % 
match-value X3 % x I_) 
5.2. A Complete Example 
We conclude the description of the compilation by showing how the two assertions 
for p e r m s are compiled. We assume that the operation d i s t r has been specified 
with the mode mode d i s t r (n o, n 0). Hence the invocation of p e r m s is in call-all 
mode. Each line of the compiled code, shown in Table 1, is commented at the end 
by showing the corresponding program fragment that it implements. Note that the 
TABLE 1 
c2: 
perms/2: switch_on_ground_term Cl,fail,fail,C2 
cl: get-empty-set Al % perms(4)Z 
store_setAZ X{ 
store_constant[J % [II 
store-phi % 4) 
proceed 
allocate 
get-set Al,YO % perms(( 
adj_setYO 
match-variable Yl x XI 
match-variable Y2 % tl)z 
get-variable Y3,AZ % VI 
save-choice-point? % :- 
put-value Y2,Al X perms(t)= 
put-variable Y4,A2 % v2, 
call_all perme/ 
put-value Yl,A'l % distr(x, 
put-value Y4,AZ X v2)z 
put-value Y5,A3 x v3 
Last_call_one distr/3,Y3 
collect? Y3,Y5 %v1:=vluv3 
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address of the result of a function is passed as an extra argument (the last), and 
that the set ([ 11 is represented as I[ I I 4). Also, a call-one invocation is indicated in 
the flattened form using a 2 goal rather than an = goal. A trace of the execution 
of this program on a sample input set is shown in the Appendix. 
6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The two main issues in the implementation of subset-equational programs are the 
compilation of set matching and the compilation of its control strategy. Because of 
the similarities between subset-equational and relational programs, we were able 
to adapt the instruction set of the Warren Abstract Machine (WAM) for this 
implementation. The main concern in the compilation of restricted set matching 
was to avoid unnecessary construction of remainder sets. For this purpose, we 
introduced three novel instructions (adj_set_head, ad j-set, and ad j-set 
_w i t h-copy) to be used in conjunction with a get set instruction. The multiple 
set matches are represented by multiple branch points within the WAM’s choice 
point. Unlike a relational assertion, the right-hand side of a subset assertion may 
have to be executed several times, each with a different matching substitution from 
the left-hand side. Hence a distinct feature of the required control is that 
backtracking should be possible on failure as well as on success, in order to collect 
all elements of a set. 
We instituted two optimizations in this implementation: avoiding the check for 
duplicates and forming intermediate sets, and last-call optimization (LCO). The 
former is a novel optimization of this implementation, and is performed when it is 
known that a function distributes over union in a particular argument position. As 
a result, the implementation distinguishes two modes of calling a function: call-one 
and call-all. It was found that this property substantially aids in reducing execution 
time, and the extent of improvement was not diminished by the increase in the 
number of call-one function calls to be performed. We presented a class of 
expressions, called relative-set expressions, for which the compiler can automati- 
cally deduce this property. For other programs, we rely on the programmer to 
explicitly indicate this property through mode declarations. LCO is an optimization 
performed in PROLOG implementations, and its space-time savings are well 
known. For subset-equational programs, this optimization is applicable to all 
equational assertions as well as to the last set match in all subset assertions. In the 
latter case, this optimization can provide further savings in execution time, by 
obviating checks for duplicates and forming intermediate sets. 
We have concentrated mostly on run-time issues in this paper, and have not 
invested much effort yet in compile-time analysis of subset-equational programs. 
For example, the compiler should be able to check in many cases the confluence of 
equational assertions and also the property of distribution over union. Sometimes, 
it is desirable to use incremental generation of set elements even if a function does 
not distribute over union, as in assertions such as g e-Z((e 1, e 2 I _}) = t rue. Here, 
incremental evaluation of the argument expression allows us to stop the generation 
of elements once at least two elements have been produced. Type inference is also 
desirable in an improved version. Global data-flow analysis is required to deter- 
mine when set matching may destructively update a set to form remainders, and 
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when it should make separate copies of remainder sets. Correct information for 
even restricted classes of programs would be useful and better than no informa- 
tion. Thus, we consider static analysis of subset-equational programs an interesting 
topic for further research. 
There are some promising directions of research in the area of language design. 
One immediate extension of the paradigm is support closure functions, i.e., 
functions defining transitive closure operations. An example is the following 
function r e a c h for finding the set of reachable nodes of a graph g, represented as 
a set of ordered pairs, starting from some given node v: 
If the above program is treated as a simple subset-equational program, it will be 
nonterminating when run on an input graph that has a cycle. If, on the other hand, 
the programmer identified the definitions r ea c h and a 1 1 r e a c h as closure 
functions, it is possible to obtain the desired answer even for cyclic graphs-essen- 
tially, the infinite loop is avoided through memoization. In References [7, 81 we 
described the class of stratified subset-equational programs for formalizing the 
semantics of closure functions and also showed the soundness and completeness of 
memoization. 
Another interesting problem is the integration of relations, subsets, and equa- 
tions. Preliminary ideas of this integration are described in the papers [7, 41. For 
example, we might want to define the set of partitions of a list as follows, where 
a p p e n d has the familiar PROLOG definition: 
partitions(tist)~([xly]} :-aappend(x,y,List). 
In general the resulting set from a subset assertion is computed using the multiple 
matches from its left-hand side and also the multiple solutions to the goals in its 
body for each match. The provision of set terms in relations also makes possible 
some very succinct definitions, as illustrated by the following definition of set 
membership: 
member(x,{x I_)). 
To support set terms in relations, we need set unification rather than ordinary 
unification. We are at present investigating the declarative and operational seman- 
tics as well as implementation techniques for such integrated language. 
APPENDIX 
Below is a sample session with the SEL interpreter, where a file per m s f i 1 e 
containing the definition of d i s t r and p e r m s is compiled and run against the 
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query pe r m s({ 1,2,3}). The compiled code for this version of the p e r m s definition 
is shown in Section 5. Notice the effect of using call-all invocations for p e r m s in 
this example. 
% set 
SEL Version 1.0 
sel> compiLe('permsfiLe'). 
[perms,distr] 
set> trace. 
set> perms({l,2,3)). 
Call perms({l,2,3}). 
Call perms({2,3)). 
Call perms((3)). 
Catt perms((}). 
Call distr(3,([]}). 
Call distr(2,{[3])). 
Call perms((2)). 
Call perms({}). 
Call distr(2,{[]}). 
Call distr(3,{[2]}). 
Call distr(l,([3,2],[2,3])>. 
Call perms((1,3}). 
Call perms({3}>. 
Call perms((}). 
Call distr(3,([])). 
Call distr(l,([3]}). 
Call perms((1)). 
Call perms(()). 
Call distr(l,{[]}). 
Call distr(3,{[1]}). 
Call distr(2,{[3,1],[1,3]}). 
Call perms((2,l)h 
call perms((1)). 
Call perms(()). 
Call distr(l,{[])). 
Call distr(2,{[1])). 
Cat1 perms((2)). 
Call perms((}). 
Call distr(2,([]}). 
Call distr(l,([2])). 
Call distr(3,{[1,2],[2,1]}). 
([3,1,21,[3,2,11,[2,3,11,[2,1,31,[1,3,21,[1,2,31) 
set> 
The comments of the anonymous referees were very valuable in improving this presentation. Discus- 
sions with Joxan Jaffar helped clarify the description of the language issues. The implementation of the 
language SEL was carried out by Anil Nair as part of his MS. thesis, and is available by ftp access from 
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f t p.cs.buf f a Lo.edu. The basic paradigm of subset-equational programming was developed jointly 
with David Plaisted of the University of North Carolina. This research was supported in part by grant 
DCR 8603609 from the National Science Foundation and in part by contract N 00014-86-K-0680 from 
the Office of Naval Research. 
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